12 Volt 12 Amp
UNIVERSAL
12 Volt Battery Charger

SMART 9-STAGE
BATTERY CHARGER & MAINTAINER

e OC1212U Oz Charge Battery Charger & Maintainer has been
designed in Australia specifically to suit all conventional
lead-acid type batteries (Gel, AGM, Wet & Calcium).
e new 9-Stage charging process allows for seamless
performance and true reliability and can be left on 24/7 to
ensure your battery is always maintained and left fully charged.
Fully automatic, this powerful little unit also contains a
patented rejuvenation and equalisation stage to Extend the
Life of your Battery and if that wasn’t all,it allows you to select
different battery types and charge rates. It also boasts a low
power consumption mode.
Oz Charge Battery Chargers are the ECO friendly choice!

SMART CHARGE

AUTOMATIC REJUVENATION

SAFETY TIMERS

PREVENTS OVERCHARGING

MULTI STAGE

FOR MAXIMUM BATTERY LIFE

UNIVERSAL

AGM, GEL, WET & CALCIUM

ADJUSTABLE

SELECTABLE BATTERY TYPE

MULTI PURPOSE

SELECTABLE OUTPUT

ECO MODE

ULTRA LOW POWER
CONSUMPTION AND
ENEGRY SAVING MODE

REVERSE POLARITY
& SHORT CIRCUIT
PROTECTION

3 Ah

QUALIFICATION REJUVENATION

SOFT START

Checks battery
condition to
determine whether
the rejuvenation
stage or charge
cycle is required.

Increases your
battery life by
gently starting
to charge the
battery until the
battery reaches
a set voltage.

Automatic stage
for batteries in
poor condition.
Breaks down
sulphation using
a patented high
frequency pulse.

240 Ah

BULK CHARGE

ABSORPTION

Reduces charging
Uses constant
time by delivering
voltage and
maximum charge
ensures the
until the battery battery receives a
reaches
full charge without
a set voltage.
overcharging
the battery.

EQUALISATION

ANALYSIS

FLOAT

MAINTENANCE

Restores full
capacity to
batteries by
removing acid
stratification.

Checks the battery
condition to
ensure it’s fully
charged.

Maintains the
battery at 100%
charge.

Special pulse
charge for
long-term
maintenance to
ensure the battery
is in optimal
condition.

360 Ah

EXTEND THE LIFE
OF YOUR BATTERY
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